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Herrick Appointed Director of
Vermont DEMHS

VTDEMHS Director Chris Herrick

MONTPELIER, VT - Christopher
Herrick of South Hero has been appointed to serve as Director of the
Vermont Division of Emergency
Management and Homeland Security
(DEMHS), succeeding Joe Flynn
who recently became Deputy Commissioner of the Department of Public Safety (DPS).
Herrick previously served as the
Chief of Vermont’s Hazardous Materials Response Team at the DPS, a
post he has held for the past 16 years.
Herrick has also served as a volunteer
in the South Hero Fire Department
for 25 years and as Chief of that department from 2007 to 2013. He is a
1988 graduate of St. Michael’s Col-

lege, where he served on the Fire and
Rescue Squad, and earned a Masters’
Degree in Education from the University
of Vermont in 1998.
“I’m pleased to have found a Director
with an impressive combination of experience in response and leadership,” DPS
Commissioner Keith Flynn said.
“Director Herrick is a respected member
of the Vermont emergency response
community because of his years of service as a firefighter and EMT, and for his
management of the state HazMat team
and Emergency Response Commission.”
Please join us in congratulating Chris
on his appointment as the new Vermont
Director and welcoming him to the
NESEC Board of Directors.

2015 Great Northeast ShakeOut a Huge Success
WAKEFIELD, MA - Millions of people worldwide practiced how to Drop,
Cover, and Hold On at 10:15 a.m. on
October 15th as part of the 2015
ShakeOut.
Last year more than 26.5 million
people were registered for Great
ShakeOut earthquake drills worldwide.
This year, 42.8 million across the
globe and more than 400,000 in the
Northeast were registered to participate, either individually or by their
family, school, organization or employer.
For the third year in a row, FEMA
and the Northeast States Emergency

Consortium, in partnership with the
state agencies of Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and
Pennsylvania, coordinated recruitment and encouraged participation
across the entire region. The majority
of participants were from K-12
schools, with colleges, businesses,
and government agencies also being
well represented.
Though large earthquakes are not
common in the Northeast, they have
occurred in the past and will again in
the future. The last major earthquake
in the region was the 1755 Cape Ann
earthquake (est. M 6.0) that shook

A NWS Boston Staff Member Practices “Drop,
NWS Boston Photo
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Snowy and Cold Winter
Forecast for the Northeast
LEWISTON, ME – Winter is right around the corner, and
the Farmers’ Almanac, which accurately forewarned of the
bitterly cold and snow-filled winter last year, recently released its 2016 edition and official winter weather outlook.
The Farmers’ Almanac is issuing a warning, to “brace yourselves” for a winter forecast that you may not want to read.

of snow. But the National Weather Service forecast differs significantly. Its three-month outlook for November
to January is forecasting above average temperatures and
“equal chances” for above and below average precipitation for much of the Northeast. See NOAA Precipitation
and Temperature Outlook maps to the right.While it may
be hard to predict this winter’s weather with accuracy,
one thing is certain; the northeast will experience cold
temperatures and snow, so be prepared.
“The winter of 2015–2016 is looking like a repeat of last
winter, at least in terms of temperatures,” reveals Caleb
Weatherbee, the Farmers’ Almanac’s weather prognosticator, adding, “the term ‘déjà vu’ comes to mind.” And if you
thought New England might get a break this winter, think
again the Farmers’ Almanac says be ready for more icy
cold temps in this region.
What about snow? While winter cold may be enough to
scare many south or west this year, snow is the other factor
in the forecast. If you are a snow-lover, this is where the
Farmers’ Almanac has more good news. Remember Bos-

Campus Fire Safety Tips
As college students are now back in school, it is a good
time to talk with them about fire safety. Most campus
fires are caused by smoking materials and cooking. The
United States Fire Administration (USFA) suggests the
following campus fire safety tips:
When cooking:
- Cook only where it is permitted.
- Keep cooking area clean and uncluttered.
- Keep an eye on what's being cooked, especially if
cooking at high temperatures.
- If a fire starts in a microwave, keep the door closed and
unplug the unit.
If smoking:
- Make sure cigarettes and ashes are out. Never toss hot
cigarette butts or ashes in the trash can.
- After a party, check for cigarette butts, especially under
cushions because chairs and sofas catch on fire fast and
burn fast.
- Be aware of how risky it is to smoke when drinking or
drowsy.

ton’s record numbers last year? While it may not reach that
level this year, it certainly will be a wet, white, and cold
winter, so be prepared for lots of storms with a good amount

Never disable or remove batteries from smoke
alarms.
Visit the USFA website at www.usfa.fema.gov for more
information on fire safe college housing.
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Great Northeast ShakeOut a Huge Success

Westbrook Emergency
Management in CT,
Plumsted Township in NJ,
Red Cross NY, FEMA
Region 2, and Alliance
Center for Independence
in NJ all participating in
the Great Northeast
ShakeOut

(Continued from Page 1)

from Nova Scotia to Maryland and damaged many
brick buildings, particularly the chimneys in Boston.
Small earthquakes occur with a greater frequency, and
medium (M 5.0) events occur every 50-90 years, according to Dr. Ebel of the Weston Observatory. The
next large earthquake to affect the Northeast is estimated to cause significant damage due to the high concentration of unreinforced masonry brick buildings in older
urban areas like Boston and Portland. These URM
buildings lack internal supports and are susceptible to
complete collapse during a large seismic event. Both
cities are also partially built on filled land, which only
increases the shaking potential. Additionally, since
large earthquakes are so infrequent, the Northeast is not
as experienced at responding to such a disaster as the

more seismically active regions.
Despite being located on a passive continental margin,
there is still tectonic activity going on in the Northeast
United States. So far in 2015, the region has experienced
76 minor earthquakes (magnitude 3.4 or lower). These
small events serve as a reminder that there is the potential
for a large-scale earthquake in the region.
Thanks to all of those who participated in this year’s
Great NorthEast ShakeOut! There is no way to predict or
prevent earthquakes, so being prepared and knowing what
to do when one occurs is the best defense you can have.
If you missed the October 15th drill, you can still set a
time to practice Drop, Cover, and Hold On with your
family or co-workers. Follow @nesec on twitter or visit
www.nesec.org to get more information about earthquakes in the Northeast.

Support NESEC by Holiday
Shopping at Amazon.com!
When you use the link below to buy at Amazon.com, you pay the
same price and Amazon gives NESEC 4% of the proceeds.

This space is available in upcoming editions of NESEC NEWS. For a sponsorship donation of $295, you can place
your corporate message or graphic here. For more information, please see our sponsorships page.
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